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Abstra t

We apply a omputational theory of on ept learning
based on Bayesian inferen e (Tenenbaum, 1999) to the
problem of learning words from examples. The theory
provides a framework for understanding how people an
generalize meaningfully from just one or a few positive
examples of a novel word, without assuming that words
are mutually ex lusive or map only onto basi -level ategories. We also des ribe experiments with adults and
hildren designed to evaluate the model.

Introdu tion

Learning even the simplest names for obje t ategories
presents a diÆ ult inferen e problem (Quine, 1960).
Given a typi al example of the word \dog", e.g. Rover,
a bla k labrador, the possible inferen es a learner might
make about the extension of \dog" are endless: all (and
only) dogs, all mammals, all animals, all labradors, all
bla k labradors, all bla k things, all running things,
this individual animal (Rover), all dogs plus the Lone
Ranger's horse, and so on. Yet, even hildren under ve
an often infer the approximate extension of words like
\dog" given only a few relevant examples of how they
an be used, and no systemati eviden e of how words
are not to be used (Carey, 1978; Markman, 1989; Regier,
1996). How do they do it?
One in uential proposal has been that people ome
to the task of word learning equipped with strong prior
knowledge about the kinds of viable word meanings
(Carey, 1978; Clark, 1987; Markman, 1989), allowing
them to rule out a priori the many logi ally possible
but unnatural extensions of a word. For learning nouns,
one of the most basi onstraints is the taxonomi assumption, that new words refer to taxonomi
lasses,
typi ally in a tree-stru tured hierar hy of natural kind
ategories (Markman, 1989). Given the one example of
\dog" above, the taxonomi assumption would rule out
the subsets of all bla k things, all running things, and
all dogs plus the Lone Ranger's horse, but would still
leave a great deal of ambiguity as to the appropriate
level of generalization in the taxonomi tree that inludes labradors, dogs, mammals, animals, and so on.
Other, stronger onstraints try to redu e this ambiguity,
at the ost of dramati ally oversimplifying the possible
meanings of words. Under the mutual ex lusivity onstraint, the learner assumes that there is only one word
that applies to ea h obje t (Markman, 1989). This helps
to ir umvent the problem of learning without negative
eviden e, by allowing the inferen e that ea h positive example of one word is a negative example of every other
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word. Having heard Sox alled \ at" as well as Rover
alled \dog", we an rule out any subset in luding both
Rover and Sox (e.g. mammals, animals) as the extension of \dog". But some un ertainty in how far to generalize always remains: does \dog" refer to all dogs, all
labradors, all bla k labradors, or just Rover himself?
Inspired by the work of Ros h et al. (1976), Markman
(1989) suggested the even stronger assumption that a
new word maps not to just any level in a taxonomy,
but to an intermediate or basi level. Basi -level ategories are intermediate nodes in a taxonomi tree that
maximize many di erent indi es of ategory utility and
are widely re ognized throughout a ulture (Ros h et
al., 1976). Whether hildren really have a bias to map
words onto basi -level kinds is ontroversial (Callanan et
al., 1994), but it is ertainly a plausible proposal. Moreover, the basi -level onstraint, together with the taxonomi onstraint and mutual ex lusivity, a tually solves
the indu tion problem, be ause ea h obje t belongs to
one and only one basi -level ategory. However, this solution only works for basi -level words like \dog", and
in fa t is ounterprodu tive for all the words that do
not map to basi level ategories. How do we learn all
the other words we know at superordinate or subordinate
levels? Some experimenters have found that seeing more
than one labeled example of a word may help hildern
learn superordinates (Callanan, 1989), but there have
been no systemati theoreti al explanations for these
ndings. Regier (1996) des ribes a neural network learning algorithm apable of learning overlapping words from
positive eviden e only, using a weakened form of mutual
ex lusivity that is gradually strengthed over thousands
of learning trials. However, this model does not address
the phenomenon of \fast mapping" (Carey, 1978) { the
meaningful generalizations that people make from just
one or a few examples of a novel word { that is arguably
the most remarkable feat of human word learning.
To sum up the problem: taking the taxonomi , mutual ex lusivity, and basi -level assumptions literally as
hard-and-fast onstraints would solve the problem of indu tion for one important lass of words, but at the
ost of making the rest of language unlearnable. Admitting some kind of softer ombination of these onstraints
seems like a reasonable alternative, but no one has offered a pre ise a ount of how these biases should intera t with ea h other and with the observed examples of
a novel word, in order to support meaningful generalizations from just one or a few examples. This paper takes
some rst steps in that dire tion, by des ribing one possible learning theory that is up to the task of fast mapping

and applying it to model a simple experimental situation. Our experiments use real, everyday obje ts with
an intuitively lear taxonomi organization, but they require subje ts to learn multiple words at di erent levels
of generality whi h violate the stri t versions of mutual
ex lusivity and the basi -level onstraint. Our theory
is formulated in terms of Bayesian inferen e, whi h allows learners to ombine probabilisti versions of a priori
onstraints with the statisti al stru ture of the examples
they observe, in order to a quire the sort of ri h, multileveled vo abulary typi al of natural languages.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes
our basi word learning experiment and presents data
from adult parti ipants. Se tion 3 des ribes the Bayesian
learning theory and its appli ation to modeling the data
in Se tion 2. Se tion 4 on ludes and dis usses some preliminary data from a parallel experiment with hildren.

Experiments with adult learners

Our initial experiments were ondu ted with adult learners, although the studies have been designed to arry
over to pres hoolers with minimal modi ation. The experiment onsists of two phases. In the word learning
phase, parti ipants are given one or more examples of
words in a novel language and asked to pi k out the other
instan es that ea h word applied to, from a large set of
test obje ts. In the similarity judgment phase, parti ipants judge the similarity of pairs of the same obje ts
used in the rst phase. The average similarity judgments are then submitted to a hierar hi al lustering algorithm, in order to re onstru t a representation of the
taxonomi hypothesis spa e that people were drawing on
in the word learning phase.
Parti ipants.
Parti ipants were 25 students from
MIT and Stanford University, parti ipating for pay or
partial ourse redit. All parti ipants arried out the
word learning task and the rst nine also parti ipated in
the similarity judgment phase that followed.
Materials.
The stimulus set onsisted of digital olor
photographs of 45 real obje ts. This set was stru tured
hierar hi ally to mirror, in limited form, the stru ture
of natural obje t taxonomies in the world. Obje ts
were distributed a ross three di erent superordinate ategories (animals, vegetables, vehi les) and within those,
many di erent basi -level and subordinate ategories.
The 45 stimuli were divided into a test set of 24 stimuli
and a training set of 21 stimuli.
The training stimuli were grouped into 12 nondisjoint
sets of examples. The rst three sets ontained one example ea h: a dalmatian, a green pepper, or a yellow
tru k, representing the three main bran hes of the miroworld's taxonomy. The remaining nine sets ontained
three examples ea h: one of the three obje ts from the
single-example sets (the dalmatian, green pepper, or yellow tru k), along with two new obje ts that mat hed the
rst at either the subordinate, basi , or superordinate
level of the taxonomy. For example, the dalmatian was
paired with two other dalmatians, with two other dogs
(a mutt and a terrier), and with two other animals (a
pig and a tou an) to form three of these nine multiple-

example sets.
The test set onsisted of obje ts mat hing the labeled
examples at all levels: subordinate (e.g., other dalmatians), basi (non-dalmatian dogs), and superordinate
(non-dog animals), as well as many non-mat hing obje ts (vegetables and vehi les). In parti ular, the test set
always ontained exa tly 2 subordinate mat hes (e.g. 2
other dalmatians), 2 basi -level mat hes (labrador, hushpuppy), 4 superordinate mat hes ( at, bear, seal, bee),
and 16 nonmat hing obje ts.
Pro edure.
Stimuli were presented on a omputer
monitor at normal viewing distan e. Parti ipants were
told that they were helping a puppet who speaks a di erent language to pi k out the obje ts he needs. Following
a brief familiarization in whi h parti ipants saw all 24
of the test obje ts one at a time, the experiment began
with the word learning phase. This phase onsisted of
32 trials in whi h learners were shown pi tures of one or
more labeled examples of a novel monosyllabi word (e.g.
\bli k") and were asked to pi k out the other \bli ks"
from the test set of 24 obje ts by li king on-s reen with
the mouse. On the rst three trials, parti ipants saw
only one example of ea h new word, while on the next
nine trials they saw three examples of ea h word.1 Subje t to these onstraints, the 12 example sets appeared
in a pseudo-random order that ounterbalan ed the order of example ontent (animal, vegetable, vehi le) and
example spe i ity (subordinate, basi , superordinate)
a ross parti ipants. The frequen ies with whi h ea h
test obje ts was sele ted by parti ipants when asked to
\pi k out the other bli ks" were the primary data.
In the similarity judgment phase that followed these
trials, parti ipants were shown pairs of obje ts from the
main study and asked to rate their similarity on a s ale
of 1 to 9. They were instru ted to base their ratings on
the same aspe ts of the obje ts that were important to
them in making their hoi es during the main experiment. Similarity judgments were olle ted for all but six
of the 45 obje ts used in the word learning experiment;
these six were pra ti ally identi al to six of the in luded
obje ts and were omitted to save time. Ea h parti ipant in this phase rated the similarity of all pairs of obje ts within the same superordinate lass and one-third
of all possible ross-superordinate pairs hosen pseudorandomly, for a total of 403 judgments per parti ipant
(exe uted in random order). Similarity ratings for all
nine parti ipants were averaged together for analysis.
Results and dis ussion. The results of the word
learning phase are depi ted in Figure 1. Figure 1a
presents data ollapsed a ross all ategory types (animals, vehi les, and vegetables), while Figures 1b-d show
the data for ea h ategory individually. The four plots
in ea h row orrespond to the four di erent kinds of example sets (one, three subordinate, three basi , three superordinate), and the four bars in ea h plot orrespond
to test obje ts mat hing the example(s) at ea h of four
di erent levels of spe i ity (subordinate, basi , superordinate, nonmat hing). Bar height (between 0 and 1)
1
The last 20 trials used di erent stimulus ombinations to
explore a di erent question and will not be analyzed here.
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Figure 1: Generalization judgments averaged a ross ategories (a) and broken down into individual ategories (b-d).
represents the average probabilities with whi h parti ipants hose to generalize to the orresponding kind of
test obje t. In Figure 1a, asterisks denote probabilities
that are signi antly lower than the probabilities to the
immediate left (p < :05, one-tailed paired t-tests (df =
24) with Bonferonni orre tion for 12 omparisons), indi ating signi ant gradients of generalization.
The rst plots in ea h row represent trials in whi h
only a single labeled example was provided. A ross all
three major ategories, parti ipants generalized almost
always (97% of trials) to test obje ts mat hing the example at the subordinate level (e.g., other dalmatians), often but not always (76% of trials) to basi -level mat hes
(e.g., non-dalmatian dogs), rarely (9% of trials) to superordinate mat hes (e.g., non-dog animals), and pra ti ally never (< 1% of trials) to nonmat hing test obje ts
(e.g., vegetables or vehi les). Thus, generalization from
one example appears to fall o a ording to a gradient
of exemplar similarity, with a threshold lo ated around
the basi level.
A di erent pattern emerges in the last three plots of
ea h row, representing trials on whi h three labeled examples were provided. Instead of a gradient of generalization de reasing with similarity to the example, there
appears in most ases to be a sharp transition from nearperfe t generalization to near-zero generalization. The
ut-o o urs at the level of the most spe i
ategory
ontaining all three labeled examples. That is, given
three dalmatians as examples of \bli ks", parti ipants
generalized to all and only the other dalmatians; given
three dogs, to all and only the dogs, and so on.
Two aspe ts of these results are onsistent with the
existing literature on word learning in hildren. First,
we found what appears to be a basi -level bias in generalizing from one example. This interpretation is ompli ated by the fa t that our parti ipants already knew
a very familiar word in English for ea h of the basi level ategories used in our study, \pepper", \tru k",
and \dog". The ta it knowledge that obje ts are almost
always named spontaneously at the basi level (Ros h et
al., 1976) may have in reased parti ipants' propensity
to map words in a new language onto these basi -level

ategories, and this bias ould exist over and above any
preferen e hildren or adults might have to map words
for unfamiliar obje ts onto basi -level ategories. Se ond, we found that giving parti ipants more than one
example had a dramati e e t on how they generalized
to new obje ts, ausing them to sele t all obje ts at the
most spe i taxonomi level spanned by the examples
and no obje ts beyond that level. This nding is onsistent with developmental studies in whi h hildren given
two examples from di erent basi -level ategories were
signi antly more likely to generalize to other obje ts
of the same superordinate ategory, relative to hildren
given only a single example (Callanan, 1989).
Our results also di er from the developmental literature in important ways. First, we found a qualitative differen e in generalization from one labeled example versus several labeled examples. While generalization from
a single example de reased a ording to a gradient of
similarity to the test obje ts, generalization from three
examples followed more of an all-or-none, threshold pattern. Se ond, we found that people ould use multiple
examples to infer how far to generalize a new word at
any level of spe i ity in a multi-level taxonomy of obje t kinds, not just at the basi or superordinate levels.
Figure 2 shows the results of a hierar hi al lustering (\average linkage") analysis applied to parti ipants'
similarity judgments from the se ond phase of the experiment. Ea h leaf of the tree orresponds to one obje t
used in the word learning phase. (For larity, only obje ts in the training set are shown.) Ea h internal node
orresponds to a luster of stimuli that are on average
more similar to ea h other than to other, nearby stimuli.
The height of ea h node represents the average pairwise
dissimilarity of the obje ts in the orresponding luster,
with lower height indi ating greater average similarity.
The length of the bran h above ea h node measures how
mu h more similar on average are that luster's members
to ea h other than to obje ts in the next nearest luster,
i.e., how distin tive that luster is.
This luster tree aptures in an obje tive fashion mu h
of people's intuitive knowledge about this domain of obje ts. Ea h of the main lasses underlying the hoi e of
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Figure 2: Hierar hi al lustering of similarity judgments yields a taxonomi hypothesis spa e for word learning.
stimuli (vegetable, vehi le, animal, pepper, tru k, dog,
green pepper, yellow tru k, and dalmatian) orresponds
to a node in the tree (marked by a ir led number).
Moreover, most of these lusters are highly distin tive,
i.e., well-separated from other lusters by long bran hes,
as one would expe t for the targets of kind terms. Other
naturally \nameable" nodes in lude luster #23, ontaining the tra tor, the bulldozer, and the rane, but no
other vehi les, or luster #33, ontaining all and only
the mammals. Still other lusters re e t more subtle
similarities. For example, luster #18 in ludes all of the
tru ks and also the yellow s hoolbus. While the s hoolbus does not fall into the lass of tru ks, it intuitively
omes mu h loser than any other non-tru k obje t in
the set. This intuitive taxonomy of obje ts will form
the basis for the formal Bayesian model of fast mapping
des ribed next.

A Bayesian model

We rst des ribe the general approa h, saving the details
for below. We assume that the learner has a ess to a
hypothesis spa e H of possible on epts and a probabilisti model relating hypotheses h 2 H to data X . Let
X = fx(1) ; : : : ; x(n) g denote a set of n observed examples
of a novel word C . Ea h hypothesis h an be thought of
as a pointer to some subset of obje ts in the world that
is a andidate extension for C . The Bayesian learner
evaluates these hypotheses by omputing their posterior
probabilities p(hjX ), proportional to a produ t of prior
probabilities p(h) and likelihoods p(X jh):

j / p(X jh)p(h)

p(h X )

(1)

The prior, along with the stru ture of the hypothesis spa e, embodies the learner's pre-existing (though
not ne essarily innate) biases, su h as the taxonomi or
basi -level assumptions. The likelihood aptures the statisti al information inherent in the examples. The poste-

rior re e ts the learner's degree of belief that h is in fa t
the true extension of C , given a rational ombination
of her observations X with her relevant prior knowledge
about possible word meanings.
The hypothesis spa e. Tenenbaum (1999) introdu ed this Bayesian framework for learning simple onepts with hypotheses that ould be represented as re tangular regions in a multidimensional ontinuous feature spa e. Here we adapt that framework to the task
of word learning, assuming that the hypotheses an be
represented as lusters in a tree-stru tured taxonomy
(e.g., Figure 2). Su h a hypothesis spa e is learly
not appropriate for learning all kinds of words, but it
may be a good rst approximation for learning ommon nouns under the taxonomi assumption. Assuming a tree-stru tured hypothesis spa e makes the model
more tra table but is by no means a requirement of the
Bayesian framework. In prin iple, any subset of obje ts
ould be a hypothesis under onsideration.
Priors and likelihoods. Both priors and likelihoods
an be de ned in terms of the geometry of the luster
tree. The ru ial geometri al feature is the height of
node h in the tree, whi h is s aled to lie between 0 (for
the lowest node) and 1 (for the highest node) and measures the average dissimilarity of obje ts within h.
We take the prior p(h) to be proportional to the
bran h length separating node h from its parent:
p(h)

/ height(parent(h))

height(h):

(2)

This aptures the intuition that more distin tive lusters
are a priori more likely to have distinguishing names.
For example, in Figure 2, the lass ontaining all and
only the dogs (#29) is highly distin tive, but the lasses
immediately under it (#27) or above it (#30) are not
nearly as distin tive; a ordingly, #29 re eives a mu h
higher prior than #27 (proportional to .181 vs. .028).
The likelihood fun tion omes from assuming that

the observed positive examples are sampled at random
(and independently) from the true on ept to be learned.
Imagine that ea h hypothesis onsisted of a nite set of
K obje ts. Then the likelihood of pi king any one obje t at random from a set of size K would be 1=K , and
for n obje ts (sampled with repla ement), 1=K n . Hen e
set size is ru ial for de ning likelihood. While we do
not have a ess to the \true" size of the set of all dogs
in the world, or all vegetables, we do have a ess to a
psy hologi ally plausible proxy, in the average withinluster dissimilarity (as measured by luster height in
Figure 2). Moving up in the tree, the average dissimilarity within lusters in reases as they be ome larger. Thus
equating node height with approximate luster size, we
have for the likelihood

j /

p(X h)



n
1
;
height(h) + 

(3)

if xi 2 h for all i, and 0 otherwise. (We add a small
onstant  > 0 to height(h) to keep the likelihood from
going to in nity at the lowest nodes in the tree (with
height 0). The exa t value of  is not riti al; we found
best results with  = 0:05.) Equation 3 embodies the size
prin iple for s oring hypotheses: smaller hypotheses assign greater likelihood than do larger hypotheses to the
same data, and they assign exponentially greater likelihood as the number of onsistent examples in reases.
This aptures the intuition that given a dalmatian as
the rst example of \bli k", either all dalmatians or all
dogs seem to be fairly plausible hypotheses for the word's
extension (with a likelihood ratio of 14:08=3:50  4 in
favor of just the dalmatians). However, given three dalmatians as the rst three examples of \bli k", the word
seems mu h more likely to refer only to dalmatians than
to all dogs (with a likelihood ratio now proportional to
(14:08=3:50)3  65 in favor of just the dalmatians).
Generalization. Given these priors and likelihoods,
the posterior p(hjX ) follows dire tly from Bayes' rule
(Equation 1). Finally, the learner must use p(hjX ) to
de ide how to generalize the word C to new, unlabeled
obje ts. p(y 2 C jX ), the probability that some new
obje t y belongs to the extension of C given the observations X , an be omputed by averaging the predi tions
of all hypotheses weighted by their posterior probabilities p(hjX ):
p(y

2 C jX ) =

X

h2H

p(y

2 C jh)p(hjX ):

(4)

To evaluate Equation 4, note that p(y 2 C jh) is simply
1 if y 2 h, and 0 otherwise.
Model results. Figure 3a ompares p(y 2 C jX ) omputed from the Bayesian model with the average generalization data from Figure 1a. The model a hieves a reasonable quantitative t (R2 = :93) and also aptures the
main qualitative features of the data: a similarity-like
gradient of generalization given one example, and more
all-or-none, rule-like generalization at the most spe i
onsistent level, given three examples. The main errors
seem to be too little generalization to basi -level mat hes
given one example or three subordinate examples, and

too mu h generalization to superordinate mat hes given
three basi -level examples. All of these errors would
be explained if parti ipants in the word learning task
had an additional basi -level bias that is not aptured
in their similarity judgments. Figure 3b shows the t
of the Bayesian model after adding a bias to the prior
that favors the three basi -level hypotheses. With this
one free parameter, the model now provides an almost
perfe t t to the average data (R2 = :98). Figures 3
and 3d illustrate respe tively the omplementary roles
played by the size prin iple (Equation 3) and hypothesis averaging (Equation 4) in the Bayesian framework.
If instead of the size prin iple we weight all hypotheses
stri tly by their prior, Bayes redu es to a similarity-like
feature mat hing omputation that is mu h more suited
to the generalization gradients observed given one example than to the all-or-none patterns observed after three
examples (R2 = :74 overall). If instead of averaging
hypotheses we hoose only the most likely one, Bayes essentially redu es to nding the most spe i hypothesis
onsistent with the examples. Here, that is a reasonable
strategy after several examples but far too onservative
given just one example (R2 = :78 overall). Similaritybased models of ategory learning that in orporate sele tive attention to di erent stimulus attributes (Krus hke,
1992) ould in prin iple a omodate these results, but
not without major modi ation. These models typi ally
rely on error-driven learning algorithms, whi h are not
apable of learning from just one or a few positive examples and no negative examples, and low-dimensional spatial representations of stimuli, whi h are not well-suited
to representing a broad taxonomy of obje t kinds.

Con lusions and future dire tions

Resear h on word learning has often pitted rule-based
a ounts (Clark, 1973) against similarity-based a ounts
(Jones & Smith, 1993), or rationalist a ounts (Bloom,
1998) versus empiri ist a ounts (Quine, 1960). In ontrast, our work suggests both a need and a means to
move beyond some of these lassi di hotomies, in order
to explain how people learn a hierar hi al vo abulary of
words for obje t kinds given only a few random positive
examples of ea h word's referents. Rather than nding signs of ex lusively rule- or similarity-based learning, we found more of a transition, from graded generalization after only one example had been observed to
all-or-none generalization after three examples had been
observed. While spe ial ases of the Bayesian framework
orresponding to pure similarity or rule models ould
a omodate either extremes of this behavior, only the
full Bayesian model is apable of modeling the transition from similarity-like to rule-like behavior observed on
this task. The Bayesian framework also brings together
theoreti al onstraints on possible word meanings, su h
as the taxonomi and basi -level biases, with statisti al
prin iples more typi ally asso iated with the empiri ist
tradition, su h as the size prin iple and hypothesis averaging. No one of these fa tors works without the others.
Constraints provide suÆ ient stru ture in the learner's
hypothesis spa e and prior probabilities to enable reasonable statisti al inferen es of word meaning from just
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Figure 3: Predi tions of the basi Bayesian model and three variants for the data in Figure 1.
a few random positive examples.
Still, the hardest questions of learning remain unsolved. Where does the hypothesis spa e ome from?
Are onstraints on the hypothesis spa e learned or innate? In ongoing work, we are exploring how unsupervised learning algorithms might be used to bootstrap a
hypothesis spa e for supervised on ept learning. For
example, an lustering algorithms like the one we used
to onstru t our taxonomi hypothesis spa e still be su essfull when applied to more primitive per eptual representations of obje ts, instead of adult humans' similarity
judgments? Generalizations of the Bayesian framework
also hold some promise as bootstrapping me hanisms,
in virtue of their ability to propagate probabilisti information from raw data up to in reasingly higher levels
of abstra tion. Perhaps we begin life with a hypothesis
spa e of hypothesis spa es { ea h embodying di erent
possible onstraints on word meanings { and grow into
the most useful ones { those whi h onsistently ontain
the best explanations of the word-to-world pairings we
en ounter { through the same me hansims of Bayesian
inferen e used to learn any one novel word.
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Figure 4: Data from hild word learners.
We are also working to extend this line of resear h to
studies of hild learners, and to studies of both adults
and hildren learning words for novel obje ts. Figure 4
shows some promising pilot data from a study with 4year-old hildren, using familiar obje ts in a design approximately parallel to the above adult study. Like the
adults, hildren given three examples of a novel word
adapt their generalizations to the appropriate level of
spe i ity, although their superordinate generalizations
are less onsistent. When given just one example, hildren show a gradient of generalization mu h like the
adults, but with signi antly fewer responses at the basi
level and above. If anything, hildren's overall patterns
of responses look more like the Bayesian model's predi tions without the added basi -level bias (Figure 3a)
than with that added bias (Figure 3b). Consistent with
Callanan et al. (1994), this suggests that a strong basi level bias may not be a fundamental building blo k of

early word learning { at least, not as distin t from the
more general bias in favor of labeling distin tive lusters
that the Bayesian model assumes { but rather develops
later as the hild gains experien e about how words are
typi ally used. This issue is one aspe t of a broader question: to what extent should di eren es between hild and
adult word learners be attributed to di eren es in their
hypothesis spa es, probability models (e.g., priors), or
learning algorithms? We hope to answer these questions
as we ondu t more extensive studies with hild learners.
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